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â€œChess Intuition Versus Calculationâ€• is a book dedicated to all type of players which contains

different theory aspects on intuition and calculation in chess, some players will lose on time and

some players will lose quickly making mistakes, because they lack knowledge on intuition and

calculation. This book will let you know where you stand in the game of chess and provide methods

on improving yourself in chess quickly. After reading this book, youâ€™ll be able to:*Understand

what intuition is*Understand different types of intuition*Understand the methods of improving your

intuition*Understand the relation between intuition and calculation*Understand situations where

intuition is better than calculation and vice versa*Understand advantages and disadvantages in

having certain type of intuition*Understand how a calculation process should be*Understand the

difference between intuition and calculation*Understand how to evaluate a position

properly*Understand where youâ€™re at chess and how to improve*Understand much more.Ever

wondered how some players are playing fast without even thinking? Here we go for the answer in

this book.
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I do agree that intuition is important to have in a certain person to possess in playing chess specially

when you will already lost any idea or plan. This book explains everything about intuition and the

sample tactical shots and games are really helpful to make it more clear. Would recommend this

one to intermediate and advance players.

The good thing about playing chess is that your mind gets exercise in terms of thoroughly thinking

what is the next move. I personnaly think that players of chess are genius and has mental agility to

decide how to outsmart their opponent. And this mental agility i guess (after reading the book) is

what has been discussed in the book as calculation. I learned that there are appropriate games

where i should use either Intuition and Calculation. And for this game of chess, calculation is the

best option. Player should see and calculate the overall movement of each piece for every moved

done. While intuition should be used for games that are short time games. The example of impact

for using calculation/i tuition are best presented by the book through game samples. Indeed this

book is a realization on the impact of using intuition and calculation.

Karthik PM presents a wonderful collection of true chess gems in his books. This one is an excellent

chess book on a subject that is not often discussed in chess. It will make you look at the chess

board and pieces in a completely new light. There are many excellent information in the book and

it's very instructional. Do yourself a favor and get this book and enjoy learning and doing the

exercises. It's well worth the money and you;ll see the whole game of chess new and more

enlightening.

Chess intuition is clearly visible in real life. This is similar to the mathematical model of calculation of

moves ahead. This is a significant difference between the master from the novice. in order to solve

the problem of the possible movements of the figures, it is necessary to compile and analyze

appropriate mathematical mapping, which allows you to make a decision about the possible

movement of the figures.

Probably, most of the chess lovers will find this book awesome. It explains many things about

calculation and intuition in chess. What's better for me are the real-life examples. Those compelling

examples are very vivid. They allowed me to improve some of my skills in chess rapidly. And my

partner even surprised when we played today. Fortunately, he does not know my secret. I will be



looking for more of the same books!

A good guide for chess players and for persons who are interested in the game of chess...learn how

intuition helps you become a great chess player..learn what intuition is and types of

intuition..methods of improving intuition and the relationship between intuition and calculation and

much more vital information.

I sometimes play a game of chess and i'm no master but I have always been curious about how

intuition plays a role in chess strategy. There are definitely useful tips in this book. I learned a few

things to improve my game. There are some good tricks to trap your opponent and trick him into

making mistakes.Sometimes I've worried too much about making calculations so this book really

delivers on making you think about the difference between intuiting the proper move and calculating

all the threats and consequences of your actions. Not bad for a short book.

I was just 8 when I started learning chess. Though I have the potential to be great at it, it seemed

that I lack formal training and experience. Back then I decided to put my chess skills at the back of

my mind. I came across this book and gave it a try. It turns out. It is more informative and

fascinating because it provides you with the simulation of how your opponent thinks, and so you can

choose the different techniques of how you win the game.
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